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Complete each sentence using the present progressive form of the verb in the 

parentheses. Use is, are, or am as appropriate. 

Zayn under the apple tree.  (stand)

Gary the spring holidays at his granny's house.  (spend)

They the treehouse in March.  (build)

Tim silly mistakes in his writing.  (make)

Dannie at a cafe for the time being.  (work)

I at the moment.  (not work)

Mom constantly about the fridge.  (complain)

Prices of mobile phones day by day.  (drop)
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Name :

Construction: am/is/are + verb ing

Functions: 1. To express something happening right now

Example: Delia in the sea.is swimming

2. To show something that will happen in the near future

Example: Alice her aunt next Monday.is visiting

3. To describe actions that are being repeated or temporary 

arrangements or situations 

Example: Emily outside this month.is eating

Present Progressive Tense
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Complete each sentence using the present progressive form of the verb in the 

parentheses. Use is, are, or am as appropriate. 

Zayn under the apple tree.  (stand)is standing

Gary the spring holidays at his granny's house.  (spend)is spending

They the treehouse in March.  (build)are building

Tim silly mistakes in his writing.  (make)is making

Dannie at a cafe for the time being.  (work)is working

I at the moment.  (not work)am not working

Mom constantly about the fridge.  (complain)is complaining

Prices of mobile phones day by day.  (drop)are dropping

Answer Key
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Name :

Construction: am/is/are + verb ing

Functions: 1. To express something happening right now

Example: Delia in the sea.is swimming

2. To show something that will happen in the near future

Example: Alice her aunt next Monday.is visiting

3. To describe actions that are being repeated or temporary 

arrangements or situations 

Example: Emily outside this month.is eating

Present Progressive Tense


